Abstract. Recurrence is studied in the context of actions of compact semigroups on compact spaces. (An important case is the action of the Stone-Cech compactification of an acting group.) If the semigroup E acts on the space X and F is a closed subsemigroup of E, then x in X
Introduction
Recurrence is a form of asymptotic behavior for a dynamical system; namely behavior that relates to the action of group elements going out to infinity. In the classical case where the acting group is one dimensional there are just two directions in which an element can go out to infinity, and asymptotic notions take on a deceptively simplified form. Even here one does distinguish between positive and negative recurrence of points (and these are distinct notions). When the acting group is multidimensional, there are many more possibilities and we may study a variety of notions of recurrence. Having done this, we will see that the one dimensional situation too is richer than it appears on the surface.
Classically, a topological dynamical system consists of a topological space X (we take it to be metric) with a one-parameter group {Tt}teR or {Tn}"el of homeomorphisms acting on it. We say JCrj G X is recurrent if for some tk -► ±00 (or nk -► ±00) Ttkxo -* xn (or F^xo -► xo). We can distinguish between positive and negative recurrence according as the group elements converge to +00 or -co. Whenever a point is recurrent, we find that there is actually a richer structure for the set of (say) nk with F"*xo -► xn. For, by choosing n, with F"'Xo -► xo sufficiently rapidly, we will also have Tn'+n>+'+n>xo close to xo for i < j < •■■ < I provided i is sufficiently large. The sets of sums {«,• + «,■-I-\-n¡) for i < j < ■■■ < I is what is called an IP-system (in Z). We abbreviate na -«,■ + «/-!-\-n¡ where a is the multi-index a = {i, j,..., 1}, a finite subset of N. We say a -> 00 if min,Sa i -> 00, and we obtain "IPrecurrence": T"axo -» xo, as a -* 00 (see [3] for details regarding /F-systems). It becomes natural to treat recurrence in the framework of /F-subsystems of a group. We can now obtain a strengthened version of recurrence by insisting that one has recurrence along all /F-subsystems of a given system. One reason for interest in this stems from the fact that if we require /F-recurrence for all /F-systems in the group, then the corresponding notion of recurrence for a point xo is equivalent to that of distality (see [3] ). This in turn implies not only that xo is recurrent, but if we consider product systems (X x Y, TnxSn), then for any recurrent point yo £ Y the pair (xo, yo) is again recurrent. It is easy to give examples of points which are individually recurrent, but not jointly so. (For example, xo might be positively recurrent and y o negatively recurrent.) Thus we are led to a notion of product recurrence.
An alternative way of dealing with the "direction" of recurrence is to introduce the Stone-Cech compactification of the acting group. Call the group G and its Stone-Cech compactification ßG. ßG is a (noncommutative) semigroup, and when G acts on a topological space X, there is a naturally induced action of ßG on X. Sequences of group elements tending out to infinity in G cluster around points of ßG\G. The cluster points for an /F-subsystem in G form a closed semigroup, say F c ßG\G. If xo is a recurrent point for an IP-sequence clustering at F then we will have pxo = Xo for some p £ F. More generally, if F is any closed semigroup in ßG, we may speak of Frecurrence of Xo when pxo = xo. In analogy with the previous paragraph, we may also speak of product F-recurrence of xo : for every F-recurrent point y (in any system (Y, G)) the point (x0, y) is an F-recurrent point of the product system. While F-recurrence becomes a weaker property as F is enlarged, under appropriate hypotheses product F-recurrence turns out to be a stronger property the larger F is taken. One should think of product F-recurrence as recurrence in all directions ending in F. As we shall see, as soon as F is taken sufficiently large, product F-recurrence becomes independent of F and is equivalent to distality. In the case of Z we may take F either as cl(Z~) or cl(Z+) and we obtain the same notion of product F-recurrence (but not of F-recurrence). This is not a transparent consequence of the definition.
The approach we take in this paper is based on these considerations. We treat directly the actions of a compact semigroup E and its closed subsemigroups F c E. We have in mind principally the example of the Stone-Cech compactification of a group. But we also consider an example which deals directly with the natural "/F-structure" implicit in recurrence and take the acting system to be not a group, but the family & of finite subsets of N. Ellis' theory of enveloping semigroups for dynamical systems will be the inspiration for our discussion, with idempotents playing a key role. One novelty that appears in our discussion is that here "maximal" idempotents will play an important part. We are not aware that the significance of maximal idempotents has been noted previously.
Finally we point out that there is another example of an asymptotic notion in both topological and measurable dynamics in which the one-dimensional case disguises the more complex structure, and that is the notion of mixing. Here we cannot distinguish between positive and negative mixing, but it does make sense to speak of mixing along an /F-system. One has yet to develop systematically the notion of "F-mixing". But we can note that "product F-mixing" when F = ßG\G is just the notion of mild mixing treated in [4 and 5] .
Recurrence and product recurrence
We consider nonempty compact Hausdorff spaces E equipped with a semigroup structure such that the maps p -* pq are continuous. Let % be the class of such semigroups. If E £ %, by an action of F on a compact Hausdorff space X we mean a map from E x X to X((p, x) -» px) such that p(qx) -(pq)x(p, q £ E, x £ X) and such that the maps p -* px from E to X are continuous. (It is not assumed that the maps x -> px are continuous.) It follows that the collection of maps defined by F is a closed subset of Xx . We call such an action of E on X a flow, which we denote by (X, E).
The standard notions of topological dynamics carry over to such semigroup actions, with little or no change in the proofs. A straightforward Zorn's lemma argument guarantees the existence of minimal sets-subsets K of X which are nonempty, closed, E invariant (EK c K) and minimal with respect to these three properties. (The usual assumption of continuity of the maps x -» px is not necessary for the proof.) A point on a minimal set is called an almost periodic point. If K is a minimal set, then Ex -K, for every x £ K.
If E £ W, E acts on itself by left multiplication; in the above terminology (E, E) is a flow. The minimal sets for this action are precisely the minimal left ideals of the semigroup E (that is, nonempty subsets I of E such that El c I, which are minimal with respect to these properties). It follows that minimal left ideals are necessarily closed. Moreover, if (X, E) is a flow, and / is a minimal left ideal in E, then Ix is a minimal set and every minimal set in X is of this form.
We will make repeated use of a fundamental result of Ellis-if £e? then E contains an idempotent [1, 2] . Let J = J(E) denote the set of idempotents in E. We define a quasi order (a reflexive, transitive relation) > in J by u > v if uv = v. If u > v and «>iiwe say that u and v are equivalent and write u « v . It is easily verified that > is a quasi order, (and therefore that « is an equivalence relation). The quasi order > on J may be regarded as being defined on equivalence classes. That is, if u, v, u', v' £ J with u>v,urKiU,v'ftiV, then u' > v', since u' > u > v > v'. An m £ J will be called maximal if whenever n £ J with n > m, then n « m ; minimal idempotents are defined similarly.
If E £ £?, and / is a minimal left ideal in E, then / £ %, so / contains idempotents. Moreover, the equivalence relation « is the same as the equivalence relation defined by Ellis for idempotents in minimal left ideals. If / and /' are minimal left ideals in E, and u is an idempotent in /, then there is a unique idempotent u' in /' such that u « «' ( [1, 2] ; however, "right" notation is used in these references). This shows that the quasi order > is in general not a partial order. If E contains e, a (two sided) identity, then clearly e is the unique maximal element of J(E). The examples of interest to us will in general not contain identity elements.
We now review some basic dynamical notions in the context of flows (X, E) where E £ W. It is easy to see that these coincide with the corresponding notions in the case of actions of a group G on X, and E -ßG (or the enveloping semigroup of the flow (X, G)).
If E £ %> acts on X, then x and y in X are said to be proximal if px = py for some p in E. If x and y are not proximal, they are said to be distal. The point x is distal if x and y are distal for all y £ Ex with y ^ x, and the flow (X, E) is called distal if all points are distal points. If x e X, x is proximal to an almost periodic point-namely ux, where « is a minimal idempotent. It follows that a distal point is an almost periodic point.
If E £ & is fixed, we will consider closed subsemigroups F of E which do not contain the identity. Let S? denote the collection of such semigroups F .
If E acts on X, F £ S?, and x £ X, we say that x is F-recurrent if rx = x for some r £ F .
This definition includes the usual notion of (positive) recurrence when the integers Z or the positive integers N act on a compact metric space X as a group of homeomorphisms. In this case, E is ßZ or /?N (the Stone-Cech compactification) and F = ßN\N. Also, for any action, if / is a minimal left ideal in E, then /-recurrence coincides with almost periodicity and does not depend on the choice of the minimal ideal /. Lemma 2. Let (X, E) be a flow, let x £ X, and let F eS". Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) x is F-recurrent.
(ii) cx = x for some idempotent c £ F.
(iii) mx = x for some maximal idempotent m £ F.
Proof. Clearly (iii) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (i). Suppose x is F-recurrent. Let H = [r £ F\rx -x]. Then FT is a nonempty closed semigroup, so H contains an idempotent c. Let m be a maximal idempotent in J(F) with m > c. Then mx = mcx = cx -x. This proves (ii) and (iii). D It follows from the preceding lemma (or directly) that an idempotent in F is an F-recurrent point for the action of E on itself.
If x e X is an F-recurrent point let Jf(
In the context of group actions, most of the following lemma and theorem are "classical." (viii) ux = x for all minimal idempotents u £ J(F).
Proof. We first show (i) => (iv) and (i) => (iii). If c £ J, (x, cx) £ P (the proximal relation). Thus, if x is a distal point cx -x for all c £ J, so (i) -> (iv)
. If x is a distal point and y 6 F is an almost periodic point, then if / is a minimal left ideal in E, there is an idempotent v £ I with vy -y. Since (iv) holds, we also have vx = x so v(x, y) = (x, y) and (x, y) is an almost periodic point. Therefore (i) -+ (iii). To prove that (ii) -» (i), suppose that x is not a distal point. Then, by Corollary 1, there is a minimal idempotent u such that y = ux ^ x. Now y is an almost periodic point but (x, y) is not an almost periodic point (since u(x, y) = (y, y) £ A, the diagonal). Now suppose (vi) holds. Then x is an almost periodic point. Let /' be a minimal left ideal in E and let u' be an idempotent in /'. There is an idempotent u in / with uk u1. Now ux -x , so u'x -u'ux = ux = x. That is, u'x = x for all minimal idempotents in E, and so by Corollary 1 x is a distal point. Note that a distal point is product F-recurrent (for any F £ S?). For, if y is an F-recurrent point, cy = y for some c £ J(F) (Lemma 2). Since x is a distal point, cx -x, c(x, y) = (x, y), so (x, y) is F-recurrent. D It is natural to ask whether product F-recurrence characterizes distal points. (Equivalently, if mx = x for every maximal idempotent m £ J(F), is cx = x for every c £ J(E) ?) A proof that this is indeed the case for actions of Z or N (and F = /?N\N as above) is given in [3, Theorem 9.11, p. 181]. We will prove a more general result below.
For the time being, we still consider actions of an arbitrary semigroup E, and obtain a sufficient condition for a product F-recurrent point to be a distal point. If S is a semigroup, a subsemigroup S* of S is called a cancellation semigroup if whenever s £ S, s £ S*, (s ^ e) then sS* n S* = 0. Lemma 4. Let E £ I? and let E* be a nonempty closed cancellation semigroup in E. Then E* contains a maximal idempotent of E.
Proof. Let c be an idempotent in E*. Let m be a maximal idempotent in E such that m > c. Then c = mc £ mE* D E*. That is, mE* n E* ^ 0, so m£E*. D Let (X ,E) be a flow, let Fey, and let x e I. We say that c £ J(F) satisfies the cancellation semigroup condition at x if there is a closed cancellation semigroup F* with F* c F such that rx = cx for all r £ F*. We say that F satisfies the cancellation semigroup condition at x if all c £ J(F) satisfy the cancellation semigroup condition at x. In this case we write "c (or F) satisfies the CSG condition at x". (ii) Suppose F2 satisfies the CSG condition at x and that x is product F2 recurrent. Then x is product Fx recurrent.
Proof. The proof of ( 1 ) is obvious. Suppose that x is product F2 recurrent. Then, by Theorem 2, mx = x for all maximal m £ J(F2). By (ii) of Corollary 1, cx = x for all c £ J(F2). Since J(FX) c J(F2), we have mx = x for all maximal m £ J(FX), and x is Fx product recurrent. □ Our next corollary says that as soon as F is "large enough" a product Frecurrent point is a distal point (so all "sufficiently large" F's have the same collection of product F-recurrent points). The proof follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 2, and Corollary 1.
Corollary 4. Let (X, E) be a flow, let F £¿7, and let x £ X be a product Frecurrent point. Suppose F satisfies the CSG condition at x, and also contains a minimal left ideal of E. Then x is a distal point of (X, E).
Thus there are two properties which together guarantee that a product Frecurrent point is a distal point-the cancellation semigroup condition, and the condition that F contain a minimal left ideal of E. We first consider the cancellation semigroup condition, and discuss two cases where it is satisfied. These arise from actions of finite subsets of the natural numbers (explained below) and actions of discrete abelian groups. The proofs for these two cases have certain similarities, so there will be some repetition in the arguments. It may be that a unified treatment is possible, but we prefer to deal with them separately. Then dp -> rp, and p £ cl^, so dp £ cl&a, by the above discussion, and rp = lim dp £ c\5Fa. Since this holds for all a e &, rp £ Ç)&~a = dSF. Therefore, d& is a semigroup.
By an action of & on the topological space X, we mean a map a -► Ta of /j?" to the continuous maps of X to itself such that if a, ö £ &~ with a n ô = 0, then TaT¿ = FaU(S. Note that these conditions imply that the family of transformations {Ta} is commutative. We just write ax for Fax, so a(ôx) = (aUS)x, when ado = 0.
An action of & on a (compact) space X extends to an action of the asymptotic semigroup d!F on X. Of course all elements of ß& define maps of X to itself. Now let a £ &, q £ d^, and let {£■} be a net in y with d~*<I-Then a n £,-= 0 (eventually) so a(f,-x) = (a U Ç,)x and a(ox) = (aq)x (recall that a defines a continuous map of X). Now suppose a¡ -» p so a¡(qx) -(a¡q)x and p(ox) = (pq)x. Therefore an action of dSF on X is defined and (X, d&~) is a flow. (Since dt? inherits the properties of ß&~, the maps p -> px are continuous.)
Now we show that if X is compact metric space, dSF has the required cancellation semigroups. (In this case dP plays the role of both E and F .) Lemma 5 . Let y ocí o« rTze compact metric space X, let c be an idempotent in d^, and let x £ X. Then there is a closed cancellation semigroup F* in d& such that F*x = {cx} and F*cx -{cx} (that is, if r* £ F*, r*x = cx and r*cx = cx). Since c £ dSF, there is a net {y,} in ^ with y¡ -» c, so y¡x -y cx and y¡cx -» ccx -cx. Let px £ S such that px > {I}, d(pxx, cx) < £X and d(pxcx, cx) < ex. Next, let p2 > px such that d(p2x, cx) < e2, d(p2cx,cx) < e2, d(p2pxx,cx) < ex and d(p2(pxcx), cx) < ex (equivalently, d((px U p2)x, cx) < ex and d((px u p2)cx, cx) < ex). Note that if we put p2 = c, the above four inequalities certainly hold (since pxc -cpx) so they can be achieved by choosing p2 > px and p2 sufficiently close to c. Inductively, suppose jeN such that, whenever ix < ••• < it < s we have pi} £ S?s uch that />,, < p¡2 < ■■■ < pi To show that F* is a cancellation semigroup in 9y, we use a fundamental property of the Stone-Cech compactification-disjoint subsets of y have disjoint closures in /?y (recall that y has the discrete topology). We first show: if C £ y with i<£ &a, and r e F*, then Çr e cl y/.
Let py¡ -♦ r, where y¡ > a. We may suppose Ç n pn = 0, so £ U py¡ -* Cr. But since C ^ -Sa, C U />,,,. £ y , as noted above. Hence £r € cl-S^ . Now suppose p £ ¿>y, p £ F* and o e pF*, so q = pf* for some f* £ F*. Then p ^ ciy for some a £ y. Then y, -> p, where y,-^ y, so y,/* -> p/*. But y,/* £ ciy^c by the previous paragraph, so pf* $ ciy .
Therefore q = pf* £ F*. That is, if /? £ F*, pF* n F* = 0, and F* is a cancellation semigroup. D
Commutative group actions
Let G be an infinite discrete abelian group acting on a compact metric space X, and let E = ßG\G. This action of G defines an action of E on X, in the sense of our earlier discussion. (That is, (X, E) is a flow.)
Let H be an infinite subsemigroup of G and let F = ßH\H. Then F is a closed subsemigroup of E. Let x e X and let c £ J(F). As in the case of y actions, we want to show the existence of a maximal idempotent m in F such that mx = cx. If cx = x, then by Lemma 2, there is a maximal idempotent m in F such that mx = x = cx . Hence we may assume that cx±x .
At this point we recall the notion of an IP set in a (multiplicative) abelian group (or semigroup) G. Let {qx, q2, ...} be a sequence in G. The IP set based on this sequence is the set Q of finite products q^q^ , ... , q¡h. (Note that the q¡ may be repeated but the subscripts in the products defining the elements of Q are not repeated.) If a -{ix, ... , z'"} £ y we write qa for the product qh ■ ■ ■ qin.
Let e" be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers tending to 0. If a £ y, a = {ii,..., in} with i'i <•••</'", let eQ = e,, . We first show that there is an IP set Q -{qa} in H such that d(qax, cx) < ea and d(qacx, cx) < ea. The proof is essentially the same as the first part of the proof of Lemma 5 (and in fact the action of Q on X is an example of an y action). We define the generators of the IP set Q as follows. Let qx £ H such that d(qxx, cx) < ex and d(qxcx, cx) < ex. If qx, ... , q"-X have been chosen, choose q" in H so that d(q"x, cx) < e" , d(qncx, cx) < e" , d(qaq"x, cx) < ea, and d(qaq"cx, cx) < ea for all subsets a of {1, 2, ... , n -1}. (If o" is replaced by c in these four inequalities, the inequalities obviously hold, so qn can be chosen in a neighborhood of c so that they still hold.) Now let Qa = [qß\ß > ct] = [qß\ß £ y ] and let dQ = f| cl Qa, where the closure is taken in ßG. Just as in the case of y it is shown that dQ is a semigroup. Moreover it is clear that if p £ dQ, px -pcx = cx. Also, since H is a semigroup, all qa are in H, so dQcßH.
In fact, dQ c ßH\H = F. For, let p £ dQ and let qa -> p. If p £ H, then since G is discrete (a subnet of) qa = q £ H. Then we would have ox = cx, qqx = qcx = cqx = ccx = cx = qx, so qx = x and cx = ox = x, contrary to our standing assumption. However, it is apparently not necessarily the case that dQ is a cancellation semigroup. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to "refine" the IP set Q. To this end, we say that an IP set Q = {qa} is RIP (R is for "rare") if whenever g £ G,
S i O« (with g ¿ e) then there is a ß* c y (ß* = ß*(a, g)) such that if ß > ß*, we have go^ g Qa (equivalently gQß. n ßa = 0).
Lemma 6. //" ß z's /?/F í/zc« dß is a cancellation semigroup.
Proof. Here also the proof resembles the proof for y. We first show: if g £ G with g t¿ e , g £ ßa, and r e <9ß then gr £ clQa. Let {qßj} be a net in Q with o^ -» r. We may suppose /?, > ß* = ß*(a, g). Then go^ ^ ßa . Thus gqßj £ G\Qa and gqßi -» gr, so gr g cl((/\ßa). Since disjoint subsets of G have disjoint closures in ßG, we have gr ^ clßa. Now let p £ ßG with p ^ dQ, and let r £dQ. We show pr $ dQ. Since F ^ 9ß> F ^ clßa, for some a £ SF. Then there is a net {g,} in G with g, -» /? and g; £ ßa, so g,/* ^ cl ßa , by the first part of this proof. Therefore gjr £ cl(G\Qa), pr £ cl(G\Qa) so pr £ cl(Qa). It follows that pr ^ dQ. D Now we show that an IP set can always be "refined" to an RIP set. We first suppose that the group G is countable. Let Q = {qa} be an IP set in G with infinite range (that is, the cardinality of the set \qa\a £ SF} is infinite). We suppose, without loss of generality, that qx = e, and we construct R = {ra} an RIP set with infinite range such that range R c range ß. R will be defined by its generators rx,r2, ... . Let G = {gx = e, g2, ...}. Let rx -e. Let r2 = qa2 where oQ2 ^ e or g*1. If rx, ..., r"_i have been defined, r¡ -qaj, let rn = qan where a" > a"_, and oa" ^ gfxru ■ ■ ■ rurjx •■•rjx where a<n, 1 < z'i < • • • < it < n , I <jx < ■■■ < jv <n. We show that R -{ra} is RIP. Let g = g" G G (n > 1). Let ß* G y, y?* = {sx, ... , 5fc} with si < • • • < sk and íi > n . We show gF^g. nFa = 0 . Suppose we have an equation gnr^ -rv , rr G Rß., rv g Ra. If rc = rfll • • ■ rflt, rv = rb¡---rb¡ (n < ax < ■■■ < ak, b\ < ■■• < b¡) then g"ra, • • • r^ = rj, • • • r¿,;. Cancel any terms in common. If all the terms on the left cancel, then g" g -Rq contary to hypothesis. Otherwise, we may suppose ra. ^ rb.. Suppose ak is the largest subscript appearing. Then solving for rak we obtain rak = g"x rbi ■ ■ ■ rblr~x ■ ■ ■ r~kx^ which contradicts the definition of R (since ak > n). A similar contradiction is reached if the maximum subscript is b¡ (since in this case b¡ > ak > n .)
Now we remove the countability restriction. As above, let Q = {qa} be an IP set in G and let X be the (countable) group generated by ß. As in the preceding paragraph, refine ß to R, which is an RIP set with respect to the group X. Now if g G G\L, g ^ e , then obviously gR (~l R -0, so in fact R is an RIP set with respect to the group G.
Summarizing, if F = ßH\H, and c G J(F) with cx / x, we have shown that there is an RIP subset R of H such that px = cx for all p £ dR. Moreover dR is a cancellation semigroup (whenever R is RIP). Hence we may apply Corollary 2, which guarantees the existence of a maximal idempotent m in F such that mx -cx . (As noted above, if cx = x, such an m always exists.)
Now we turn to the question of when F contains a minimal left ideal of E. For actions of y, the finite subsets of N, we have E -F -dïF, so there is nothing to prove. Our next lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions in the case of group actions. As above, E -ßG\G, F = ßH\H, where G is an infinite discrete abelian group and H is a subsemigroup of G. First, we require a lemma. (ii) Ef c F for some f £ F. Let f* £ r\heHhF. Now let g £ G = HH~X, so g = kh~x(k, h £ H), and gf* = kh~xf* EkF cF. Therefore Gf* c F, and it follows that Ef* c F.
(ii) -> (iii). Let (7 = [g G G|g/ G F]. We first note that G' c ///F"1. If not, let g G G' with g £ ///7_1 so gH n H = 0. Then (since disjoint subsets of G have disjoint closures in ßG) g F n F c g// n // = g// n // = 0 which contradicts gf £ F. Next, we show that G\G' is finite. If not, there is a net {g,} in G\G' such that g¡■ -+ n e E. Now g,/ G E and g,/ £ F, so g,/ G G\H, and j// g G\H. Therefore nf £ H -F, which contradicts EfcF.
Thus G' c HH~X, so ////"' is cofinite. But HH~X is a group, so HH~X = G. D
We may summarize our conclusions as follows. Theorem 3. Let (X, E) be a flow, where X is a compact metric space, and E -#y or E = ßG\G (G a discrete abelian group). Let F (respectively) be öy or ßH\H, where H is a subsemigroup of G. Let x g X. Then
[cx\c E J(F)] = [wx|m G J(F) with m maximal]. (ii) x is F-product recurrent.
(iii) ux = x for all minimal idempotents in J(F).
(iv) mx = x for all maximal idempotents in J(F).
(v) cx -x for all c £ J(F).
If G is the additive group M" or Z" and H is a cone with nonempty interior, then (iii) of Lemma 8 is valid. It follows that in this case the notion of product F-recurrence is independent of the cone H.
Note that (in contrast with condition (ii) in Theorem 1) we cannot assert that a point x in a flow X for which (x, x') is recurrent for all x' £ X is a distal point. This is because of the existence of "rigid" flows which are not distal [6, 7]-Finally, returning to the consideration of actions of arbitrary semigroups E, a general question is to characterize the closed semigroups F g y for which a product F-recurrent point is a distal point. Another question (even for Z or N actions): If (x, y) is recurrent for all almost periodic points y, is x necessarily a distal point?
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